Negotiated Loyalty: The Response to Welfare Capitalism

Be Loyal!

Be loyal to God and your country,
To your innermost self be true,
But don’t forget there’s another debt,
To the Boss be loyal, too!

He has paid for your time and your labors,
You have given your promise to work;
It’s up to you to be honest, true,
And it’s hardly the square thing to shirk.

It is easy to knock down the minutes,
To clip off an hour here and there,
And none may know you are doing so,
But ask yourself now, Is it fair?

He has taken you as his servant—
Stenographer, bookkeeper, clerk—
He expects from you what you’re paid to do—
To be loyal to him and to work.

Would you cheat playing cards, dice, or checkers,
Deceive any man in a game;
In a moment rash steal jewels or cash
And think you were never to blame?

Most certainly not! You’d assume—
You’re honest, you’d politely say;
Yet men like you who boast proudly, too,
Would try to down the boss every day.

It’s cowardly, despotic, yellow;
And a man is a thief no less
Who would steal or rob when upon the job,
And boast of his faithfulness.
So be loyal to God and your country,
To your innominate self be true,
But don’t forget there’s another debt,
To the Boss be loyal, too!"}

Glowing accounts of Endicott Johnson and its patriarchal management appeared in popular newspaper and magazine stories as well as trade publications from the mid-1930s through the 1950s. Writers typically viewed the corporation as a model of progressive business practices. The loyalty of Endicott Johnson’s workers was described as the product of a truly benevolent industrial endeavor and a testament to the achievement of a corporate collective identity. A 1919 New York Times headline noted the “Extraordinary Coercement in Shoe Manufacturing Plant Where Organizers Have Failed after Having Free Opportunity to Unionsize 13,000 Workers.” Almost twenty years later, in the midst of a growing and militant national labor movement, a magazine writer described the Endicott Johnson workers’ attitude toward the firm in these terms: “Twenty thousand loyal employees—20,000 men and women working contentedly at fair wages and considering themselves and their bosses all one big family—that is the cheering and inspiring picture presented by the Endicott-Johnson Shoe Company.”

While the conservative press found much to praise in Johnson’s “ideal community,” trade unionists and radicals did not. A concern over welfare capitalism had come to characterize much of the organized labor community and its sympathizers in the 1940s and 1950s. Scathing criticism of welfare capitalism appeared in trade union papers and in many popular journals. Radical and socialist critics actively joined labor leaders in denouncing this “new tactic” in the social conflict of classes. Staple panacea plans were attacked as “devices or weapons in the arsenal of welfare,” which, along with pension plans, health insurance, and various other corporate welfare programs, were employed in “clamorizing the group consciousness of the workers.” Trade union and radical publications circulated Will Herford’s “Welfare Song,” which, from 1913 until well into the middle of the century, summarized labor’s view of corporate welfare:

Sing a song of “Welfare,”
A Pocket full of tricks
To soothe the weary worker
When he groans and cries.
If he asks for shorter hours
Or for better pay,
Little states of “welfare”
Turn his thoughts away.
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Sing a song of "Welfare,"
Sowet the horn and drum,
Anything to keep the mind
Fixed on Kingdom Come.
"Welfare" bolts your pocket
While you dream and sing;
"Welfare" to your pay check
Doesn't do a thing.

Sing a song of "Welfare,"
Fairy 'ven kinds,
Elevate your morals,
Cultivate your minds.
Kindergartens, nurses,
Badminton, books and flowers,
Anything but better pay,
Or shorter working hours. 7

According to critics on the left, and organized labor as well, employer welfare programs were aimed at halting the development of a real industrial democracy by harnessing traditional exploitative relationships with minimal yet effective reforms. The socialist League for Industrial Democracy, meeting for its twelfth annual conference in 1926, extensively discussed the welfare initiatives of employers and reached a disheartening conclusion.

The net result of all these activities in some cases seems to be what the employer expects—an increased loyalty to the firm, a greater dependence upon welfare features as a part of the payment for the job. This fixation of loyalty upon the employee . . . alienates the worker from his fellow workers in the industry at large and leads him to identify his individual interests with those of the company rather than with those of his class. The result is . . . "factory solidarity" as opposed to "class solidarity." 8

Abraham Epstein, who attended the conference, published an extensive survey of industrial welfare practices in 1936 and concluded that such reforms were indeed "scapegoating American trade unions." After examining the welfare programs of 1,500 firms and the general plight of organized labor, he found that "all the evidence seems to indicate that the organization of wage-earners on a belligerent basis is gradually becoming a thing of the past."9

When critics came to write specifically about Endicott Johnson and its famed labor loyalty, they generally repeated many of the themes cited above. Depicting an authoritarian, albeit benevolent, management with a co-opted or passive work force, their hyperbolic condemnations reduced both managers and workers to caricatures. The Boot and Shoe Workers' Union, which failed in several attempts to unionize Endicott Johnson workers in the 1920s and 1930s, consistently attacked welfare capitulation in its journal. Endicott Johnson was a prime target:
We have a few real Massadinis in our shoe industry. One of the most prominent of these is the head of the Endicott Johnson Company. This executive exercises absolute control over the earnings and lives of several thousand employees and their families. ... All power is exercised at the top and yet the executive seems to wish to sell the idea of a super management to his employees so as to embroil them with greater confidence in his dictatorship. 10

Radical critics expressed indignation over the seemingly effective dilution of class consciousness that corporate paternalism at Endicott Johnson achieved. An article from the New York Call, reprinted in the E. J. Workers Review, characterized the corporation's workers in these terms:

And what a song, contented lot I learned these thousands of wage slave are, no more thinking of themselves as slaves than honey bees. Do they not have the most magnificent wages now paid in the labor market, so that every family has its own car, dresses in the finest and is "prosperous" beyond any proletarian dream that never could come true? Do they not go to work when they please and quit when they like? One woman said to me, with a smile of the most placid satisfaction: "It's pretty nice to work as few or as many hours as you like, good pay for the work, and have a nice little bonus of $250 or more at the end of the year." 11

Was welfare capitalism as effective in winning the hearts and minds of American workers, and specifically Endicott Johnson workers, as these critics' concerns suggest? Recent historians are not as certain. Stuart Branden, in a survey of American welfare capitalism, asked whether workers "genuinely embraced" corporate paternalism and concluded that although some workers "appreciated" welfare programs, many more were dissatisfied and lashed out against industrial welfare practices. 12 Irving Bernstein, in his epic study of labor in the 1920s, reached a very similar conclusion. While acknowledging that new management reforms contributed to improvements in working conditions and to the enhancement of labor's long-term bargaining position, he nevertheless portrayed industrial paternalism as unstable, inherently demeaning, and temporary. "Welfare capitalism," he wrote, "stripped of the verbiage of industrial democracy, was precisely what its critics called it: paternalism. At best it could be no more than an unstable system for both employers and employees." 13

At the root of both Branden's and Bernstein's portrayal of the response of workers to paternalism were assumptions about the natural course of worker consciousness in America, assumptions characteristic of progressive labor historiography since the days of John R. Commons and Salig Perlman. American workers, it was held, were destined to express their interests and power in institutional forms that reflected their unique and particular needs—in other words, in trade unions. 14 Welfare capitalism was merely a temporary obstacle
in their quest for power. Benetstein wrote: "The central purpose of welfare capitalism—avoidance of trade unionism—could only be achieved temporarily because paternalism failed to come to grips with the main issue: a system of shop government placed in the clutches of political democracy and universal suffrage." 15

Other scholars have been far less certain of the intrinsic failure of welfare capitalism. Daniel Nelson, for example, in his monograph on the emergence of the modern factory system, viewed the welfare movement as part of a broad effort by management to rationalize production and bring under more immediate control the factory work force—a generally successful effort. 16 David Brody argued even more forcefully for the effectiveness of corporate paternalism in generating worker loyalty. According to Brody the Great Depression had a severely crushing impact on corporate welfare by forcing managers to take drastic cut-curing measures that undermined workers' confidence in corporate paternalism. This in turn led to widespread worker rebellions. Unlike Brandes and Bernstein, Brody suggested that welfare capitalism did manage to win the hearts and minds of American workers. The rapid decline of union membership in the 1920s, as well as the mutiny of labor militancy, reinforced his conclusions. He attacked the prevailing viewpoint of progressive labor historians who were comforted by the thought that "welfare capitalism was a success," never persuading workingmen that they were best off as wards of the employer, and never took deep root in the American industrial order." 17 Instead, he argued:

It is mistaken to assume, as most of us do, that American workers were not really captive to the paternalism of the 1920s, and that they would inevitably have turned to some form of independent labor organization. There is no solid evidence to support that liberal article of faith. On the contrary, I would argue that, had not the Depression shattered the prevailing assumptions of welfare capitalism, the open shop might well have remained a permanent feature of American industrialism. 18

In asserting the paternalism may well have been acceptable to millions of American workers, Brody differentiated himself from historians who took pains to emphasize workers' instinctive rejection of welfare capitalism. Yet, while Brody came to a different conclusion over the "success" of welfareism from that reached by Brandes and Bernstein, all three historians failed to take into consideration an important dimension of corporate life. Their interpretation of welfare capitalism as either successful or unsuccessful in maintaining labor loyalty failed to come to grips with actual shop floor relations under welfare or with how the workers felt about it. As a result they missed the complex ways in which workers translated and transformed managerial projections, in the form of welfare ideology and practices, for their own ends. A
The 1920–21 depression hit the Endicott Johnson corporation hard. Slack business led to the stockpiling of both leather and shoes, a practice that the firm had engaged in during former recessions and depressions to sustain production and maintain employment. But the combination of the depression forced company managers to make difficult decisions—welfare programs would have to be cut. Available surplus earnings for profit sharing declined from five million dollars in 1919 to one million dollars in 1920. The bonus checks sent out to the workers in early 1921 amounted to only one-sixth of the previous year’s amount. Along with a cut in the bonus came the elimination of the firm’s recreation programs. Vacations with pay and holiday pay, products of World War I, were also soon stopped. Corporate contributions to community charities and civic institutions were reduced or halted. The employee magazine ceased publication. “It was not that we lost faith in recreational activities, in the employees’ magazine, in the libraries, or in the hundred and one facilities that were provided,” wrote George F. Johnson in 1921, “it was a case of doing what we had to do.”

The firm’s financial retrenchment was partially effective. Close to three million dollars a year were saved. But, apparently, it was still not enough. Strict time accounting was instituted throughout the factories, and all employees, including upper management, were required to punch time clocks. Time off was docked for all workers, the work week was reduced to five days from six, and work sharing was initiated. But the most painful act was reserved for April 1921 when management cut wages by 20 percent. “There was a lot of grumbling about that,” recalled one cutter, “because a lot of ‘em felt that 10 percent wouldn’t be enough.” Management tried to prepare the workers for this long in advance, in open letters appearing in the Workers’ Review, and hoped that the reduction would be “accepted loyalty by the workers.”

Elsewhere in the country other firms were instituting similar wage reductions. Some had done it earlier, others later, than Endicott Johnson. At the Armonkong Manufacturing Company in Manchester, New Hampshire, another welfare firm, the 20 percent reduction came in February 1922 and precipitated a nine-month strike that destroyed that firm’s “paternalistic balance.”

Endicott Johnson managers had never faced a real test of their corporate paternalism. Their recently adopted welfare programs, which they were now forced to curtail, had raised their workers’ expectations. How would the workers react to the firm’s actions? The answer was not long in coming. In
mid-May. George F. Johnson wrote to a friend that the wage cut was "ac-
cepted very loyally by the Help, and we are very pleased indeed, of their good
will, so much in evidence." 26 The Workers' loyalty held. There was no
rebellion. This was neither the first nor the last test of Eindcott John-
son's policies, but it was one of the more dramatic demonstrations of the "success-
ness" of welfare at Eindcott Johnson.

Throughout the 1920s, Eindcott Johnson managers never disguised that their
labor policies were designed to maintain worker docility and to retain man-
gerinal control over the work force. They merely asserted that liberal welfare
policies were a far more effective means of control than was repression. Most
workers could plainly see management motives of labor control in the firm's
policies, yet they could equally appreciate that employment at Eindcott John-
son offered substantial benefits. The labor loyalty at Eindcott Johnson, both
praised and cursed, existed within the context of both real personnel benefits
and corporate control. The workers' recognition of these two aspects of their
work lives led to a far more contradictory form of corporate loyalty than
previous writers—critics and historians—have recognized. 27

Welfare capitalism at Eindcott Johnson existed as a compact between man-
agement and labor, one built on mutual loyalties. To maintain that compact,
expectations and obligations needed to be met, particularly by management.
Workers developed formal and informal strategies for extracting, justifying,
and expanding these obligations. Although they expressed loyalty to the
organization and its management, they repeatedly demonstrated that their loy-
alty had limits. Within the confines of two dozen show factories and turnstiles,
labor and management pulled and tugged at each other, both with and without
outright coercion—each attempting to extract from the other a maximum
return on its "loyalty." Ultimately, the loyalty was a negotiated allegiance,
whose real meaning must be discovered in the behavior of workers, not
merely in the proclamations of management.

First of all, the ideology of the "Square Deal" was transformed in the
workers' minds. It became an autonomous reference point for laborers, allow-
ing them to judge corporate policies and actions by appealing to rights and
obligations that management itself first vaguely defined. George F. John-
son recognized the transformation of the "Square Deal" from a projected
corporate ideology into an independent code of just behavior, one that en-
trapped management. He wrote to his son in 1930: "It has come to a point
where no man may without great risk to his business, change the fundamental
ideas which have conditioned, and which have been thoroughly accepted and
adopted by the workers themselves. I should feel very sorry for the leader of
E.J. who attempted to make serious changes in management and control." 28

William Inglis, in his company-sponsored biography of Johnson, suggests
something of how the "Square Deal" ideology was morally translated by the
workers. Dan Sargent (actually a pseudonym) was an E.J. worker who lost his right sight while in the employ of the firm. Although not eligible for compensation because the accident that led to his sight loss did not occur during working hours, he was nevertheless cared for by the company and continued to receive a regular payroll check. During the financial slump of the post–World War I period, the following conversation reportedly took place between Sargent and George F. Johnson:

"You know, George F., these times are something awful. We go on living through force of habit." "Yes, times are bad," said Mr. Johnson, "but we've lived through worse, and we'll live through this." "True for you," said Dan. "But I've had a heavy load on my mind lately. The price of food and clothes, the price of everything, has gone up so high in the last few months that we've been pressed very hard. It's that bad, I think I ought to have a raise in my wages. What do you think, George?" "Well, to tell you the truth, Dan," said Mr. Johnson, "I haven't been thinking of it at all. But I see your point. Tell you what I'll do—I'll speak to the payroll folks about it and see what they can do." "No fear but they'll do right, with yourself correcting them," said Dan guilty.

What is significant in this overstylized account is the strategy that Sargent employed in extracting benefits from the corporation. The expectation of additional compensation was an expression of the transformation of corporate-defined prerogatives into worker-defined obligations. Trailed within the logic of the worker's expectations, Johnson could either give in or deny him a "Square Deal." He gave in; Sargent received his raise.

While doing research in preparation for his biography, Inglis interviewed several of the company's employees. He found that older workers had been able to maintain their self-respect in Endicott Johnson's paternalistic system because, although they were receiving help... they felt they were entitled to it, had worked for it. Moreover, these workers felt that they had worked for it. For these workers as for Sargent, what mattered was not merely maintaining self-respect; they wanted what they had earned, what they went about. Another old-timer, an Italian worker, expressed the point quite forcefully to George F. Johnson's son, George W. Johnson, in 1934:

Misera George, what's the matter with E.J. not have it square deal anymore? I come for this company 15 year. Every time I take it the free medicine, all family too. Every day go for the 15 cent meal. My wife now get her kids from Mr. George F., so cost nothing. This time come from me old country three brother and wife. Powell (the employment manager) no give it job. Powell no good for E.J. Just good for tricks. Better he find the trick for give everybody job. What's matter no can. My brother he like it too for Mr. George F. be their father and he give it their wife free baby just same like me.
Several months earlier, responding to similar expectations, Johnson voiced his indignation over escalating worker demands: "Given privileges the did not belong to them (the workers), they soon acquired a sense of ownership, and resent any effort to deprive them of something...in which they had no right." 20

Sometimes, workers' extractive strategies could be quite ingenious. In 1936, following the mailing of an open letter by George F. Johnson advocating the publication of wage scales by corporations, a worker approached his superintendent with a request for an increase in wages. He was refused and told that his wages were already quite high. "He agreed his wages were very good and indeed satisfactory, but that some other fellow was getting more. The superintendent asked how he knew this and he said he had taken pains to find out, wasn't George F. advocating "why keep wages secret?" A frustrated George F. Johnson declared: "We have drifted into the wrong idea of treating labor, while we were seeking the right way. Everything we give them for nothing makes them a little bit lighter, and a little harder to deal with, and more prone to find fault." 21

As the "Square Deal" ideology was transformed by workers in their attempts of corporate obligations, so too, was it transformed on the shop floor. More than anything else, the experience of work itself limited the effectiveness of the firm's liberal welfare policies. Although paternalism and the concrete benefits of the company's welfare system produced loyalty, the daily experiences of workers in the factories produced just the opposite result. The classless ideal may have been evident in social clubs and athletic events, in low turnover, and in an absence of militancy and strike-sense consciousness on the shop floor class feelings were alive and well. Not only did workers recall their experiences of work with a vocabulary that reflected social distance and class—the use of the term boss rather than director being an obvious example—but in their behavior on the shop-floor, they demonstrated their recognition that the interests and those of the corporation diverged. While Endicott Johnson employees never achieved a generalized class consciousness, one that acknowledged common interests with an American working class, they nevertheless did exemplify a class consciousness of a more inchotable kind, one characterized by behavior and language that reflected their distance from capitalists and managers who controlled the corporation for which they worked. Furthermore, under certain circumstances groups of workers at Endicott Johnson demonstrated a productivity to hard together to challenge corporate interests. The incompleteness of the worker's attempts to unite and control management attests to the effectiveness of paternalism, although certainly other factors were at work. But their efforts—even that they made them at all—contribute to the limited success of the firm's policies.
Accessibility to top management, a central asset of the corporation’s “Square Deal” policy, gave workers leverage in shop floor negotiations. Decisions of supervisors were open to revision. In one instance, in 1932, a commissar of workers approached management about the firing of a well-liked foreman by their factory superintendent. Charles F. Johnson, Jr., George F. Johnson’s nephew and a general manager at the time, investigated the matter and reversed the decision; the foreman was reinstated and later replaced the superintendent who had fired him.33

Occasionally, workers might even overthrow supervisors. Workers in the Victory Factory in Johnson City went on strike in the winter of 1931 after appeals for the removal of a hated foreman were ignored by management. The strike began in the cutting room but soon spread to the whole factory. George W. Johnson, at this time the president of the corporation, described the events that precipitated the strike:

The difficulty in Johnson City was all Leo Sullivan. As you know, for a long time we had been hearing that he was a curse with help. Last winter I had three or four anonymous letters, about which I spoke to you. This fellow warned us that we would have plenty of trouble if we did not move Sullivan. . . . He did a great many little things that the help termed understood, and not in accordance with the Company’s policy. It made them mad. They lost confidence in him, and finally their respect, and actually demanded a change.34

Leo Sullivan was removed and shifted to another factory, where he worked as an upper leather cutter. The workers had effectively exercised their power.35

Keeping the workers satisfied was a compulsion for the corporation’s management, one that continually undermined the authority of shop floor supervisors, as when firing decisions were periodically appealed and reversed. The corporation’s official policy concerning discharges was outlined by George F. Johnson in 1919 in these terms:

A position with this company is worth too much to be treated flippantly. “Hiring and firing” is played out. . . . That is why we have taken from the Directors (former and foreladies) the authority to discharge Worken. We have subjected simply the right of suspension, by Directors. There is always the right of appeal and the right to reinstatement, and the right to another chance—for those who really want it. And when they make their appeal to me, they generally get another chance.36

Indeed, appeals were made and, as notes appended to employment records demonstrate, decisions of employment officers were reversed. The experiences of various workers further suggest that this policy was not mere rhetoric. An appeal by a laid-off worker with several family dependencies led to his reinstatement and the chastisement of the company official responsible for his firing. A seventeen-year veteran of the company, complaining about being laid
off on account of his age, elicited the following curt reminder from George F. Johnson to his nephew: "Perhaps you will find that there are rights under our well advertised 'Square Deal Policy', that have been denied this Mr. Warner."

"Directors" responded in a variety of ways to such limitations on their authority. Fratination was a typical reaction, as one supervisor’s testimony illustrates. "If I had a worker who was disoriented and he went to Charlie, nine times out of ten, I’m sure one who’d get yelled at, not the worker. He’d [Charlie] come back and bawl me out..." A finishing room foreman similarly recalled: "I was foreman for five years, and the company wouldn’t want you to fire a man. That was one bad feature for 60 boys. They wanted you to get out the shoes and get the work out right. If you don’t, and a man don’t do his work like he ought to, you fire him, they go over and report to George F. or Charlie, whichever one was there, and they’d send them back and make a feel all out of the book."

The elimination of "hiring and firing" and upper management’s responsiveness to employee complaints eroded the fortresses of shop floor supervisors. Some foremen and foreladies passively accepted this erosion of authority, swallowing their frustrations and submerging their resentment of upper management. Others dug in and defended their domains quite forcefully.

I made my mind up to one thing. And I got all my help together. I had something like twenty-five workers (and I got them all together down in the stockroom. "Now," I says, "I understand that the company gave me the job of running this room."

"Then it’s one thing I want straightened out, and I want every one of you to know it. The company tells me to run this room. I’m gonna run it if anybody comes in here—Jess Jones [Leather Department manager], Charlie Johnson... [and] if he tells a worker in here to do something and that don’t—that turns out wrong, he’s or she’s fired. Nobody takes any orders in this room from anybody but me. I’ve seen a lotta wicky-wacky foremen around through the factories, that had theirs guys comin’ in from the main office... tellin’ man ragged and everything else." I says, "No, Nobody’s gonna run me ragged. I’m gonna run this room the way I think it oughta be run.

"I says, "If that ain’t right, they can always fire me. So that was understood and I never had no troubles."

Yet foremen who asserted their authority this vehemently might cause upper management no end of aggravation.

The uneven adherence of lower-level management to the firm’s labor policy and ideology yielded a substantial amount of intraorganizational conflict. Foremen and foreladies who took the company’s ideal of a corporate family seriously sometimes sided with workers against upper management, to the displeasure of the latter. Foremen like Frank Tushill would go out of their way...
to satisfy their workers. Tubill met with six men to talk out problems. If disagreements over prices occurred, he would approach the superintendent on their behalf. If that did not resolve the matter, he would recommend to his workers to get a committee together to approach upper management. Occasionally, factory supervisors identified more closely with their workers than with upper management. Foremen and superintendents might even arm workers to hold back their piece coupons or else their rates would be cut. Such close identification of interests between workers and supervisors, of course, posed problems for upper management. When a particularly well-liked Victory Factory superintendent was removed in 1930, the Johnsons were faced with many angry employees circulating petitions for his reinstatement. The workers’ frustration at finding their petitions ignored set the stage for the 1931 strike in the Victory Factory.

Lower-level managers who protected workers’ interests yielded one sort of challenge to upper management. Shop floor supervisors calmly concerned about preserving their autonomy and guarding their authority, on the other hand, often violated the compact that sustained labor peace in the corporation and hence also posed problems for management. As George F. Johnson admitted to a worker:

Several hundred hired lieutenants, who are not all infallible—in fact, many are ignorant and prejudiced, and underestimate, themselves, very little of the meaning of the “square deal”—present difficulties. It has been described in this way: the Head of a business desires everyone to have a “square deal,” but between the “Head of the business” and “everyone,” there is a lot of “static”—misunderstanding, ignorance, prejudice, and insurmountable difficulties.

Yet whether or not supervisors took the “Square Deal” too much to heart, becoming true “partners” with the workers, or ignored it, the firm’s labor policies allowed workers both to wider and explicit divisions within management that such conditions created.

The firm’s reliance on labor loyalty and the expectations that its welfare policies and ideology had fostered among the workers placed company officers in a particularly vulnerable and uncomfortable position. Management found that workers sometimes bargained with their “loyalty” in order to obtain wage concessions. Such behavior suggests that the workers’ understanding of loyalty may have differed strongly from management’s and was predicated on management’s continued willingness to compromise on important shop issues. This is vividly demonstrated in the following account of a wage negotiation:

I’ll never forget this meeting we had over prices. We voted on it three different times. The third time I voted, and I went out. “I’m not voting any more.” It was a ridiculous thing, it only applied to one pattern and
they wouldn’t give us and we wouldn’t give it. It finally came down after I left. But before that, this man named G——, he was a really outspoken man, and he knew Charlie [Johnson] very well, and they were always talking about loyalty to the company, loyalty to the company. . . . You got this and you get to be loyal to the company. So this man . . . he said to Charlie, “Now Charlie I’ve worked here probably 15 years now. That’s pretty damned loyal, ain’t it Charlie?” and Charlie said, “Yeah, that’s pretty damned loyal.” “I always do good work. Ain’t that pretty loyal, Charlie?” Charlie says, “Yeah, that’s pretty loyal.” He says, “Damn it, when you come to stick your hand in your pocket, I ain’t going to be so loyal any more!”

Loyalty was by no means a reflexive reaction. It required a return. Individually and collectively, workers developed strategies to extract this return. Individuals dissatisfied with their wages could look for an opening in another department and transfer. Internal movement within and between the factories was constant and pervasive. Such movement was both a safety valve and a form of power since workers were used as leverage and personnel with their feet without sacrificing the security of their jobs. By voting in this way, they could sometimes win concessions from management. One worker, Richard J. Murphy, recalled an instance of what pricing on a bed fishing job. The losers were not able to win a price adjustment from the factory superintendent, so Murphy transferred to another department. Later approached by Charles F. Johnson, Jr., and asked why he left his position, Murphy replied that the price on the job had been unfair at twenty cents a dozen when it should have been more like twenty-three cents. The price was raised.

Piece rates were a central shop floor concern for workers. Rates were set by the pricing departments of the company. Whenever a new pattern was introduced or adjustments in old rates were to be made, factory superintendents would call in for a job time. “He’d go around and sneak up and tell you;” one worker recalled. “They’d time the fastest man.” Workers typically slowed down when timers were present. As another worker recalled: “Even the faster workers, he’d slow down. The minute they knew they was comin’ or anybody found out that there was anybody in there timing, then you’d see everybody slowin’ down.” When it came to piece rates, the line between workers and managers was drawn quite rigidly—hardly attesting to the existence of an industrial partnership. Corporate managers naturally sought to keep rates down, workers to maintain or increase them. The tug-of-war between the two sometimes came out in favor of the workers, sometimes in favor of management, and sometimes in favor of both, as in the case of the piece rates of the bookbinders. When the printers came, I did a whole case of more, and he went back to the head boss, and he showed him how long it took me. So he says, “Give her
another case." So he came with another case to see if my speed would go up on it. It didn't. So he went back. The head boss came himself and sat down at my machine because he was very good, he was a terrific opera-
tor. For a man, he was a terrific mother. He sat down. I don't think he did more than three shoes. Not a word, and up and away he went. We didn't get no more money. Nothing was said. That pattern never came back to our department. They gave it to another department, where they probably were doing it for the same price. . . . That's one thing: that in later years we found out, that instead of giving more money for some patterns, they would try to push it on another department. And if those workers didn't complain, it stood that way.\textsuperscript{40}

Rate variations on similar work were widespread and a cause of much resentment. Workers developed a feel for the just value of a new job. They would compare it with the effort expended on previous jobs and to piece rates available in other departments or factories. Their perceptions often differed radically from the rates set by the pricing department. Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, workers frequently organized committees to meet with foremen to settle price disputes. If unsuccessful, they might demand an audience with the superintendent or the superintendent's assistant. If satisfaction was still not forthcoming, some resorted to more coercive measures. "We had no problem with that," one worker said, "cause if they wouldn't give it to us, nobody'd go to work, what the hell, we left the work right there, till we did get a result from it."\textsuperscript{41}

The ability to affect a change in rates depended on many factors, the most important being the bargaining power that came with a particular skill. Low-skilled workers, like rack pushers, sorters, layers, and stitchers, had less power than higher-skilled layers, upper leather cutters, and edge trimmers. High-skilled workers were not easily replaceable and hence had far more negotiating power over wages and shop conditions than other employees. Furthermore, the common job pride and strong work culture that characterized such workers promoted collective rather than individual responses to grievances. Not surprisingly, groups of skilled and semi-skilled workers were often the best organized and most militant within the shoe factories. Consist-
tently, from the 1860s through the middle of the twentieth century, edge trimmers, Goodyear stitchers, layers, and others actively resisted wage re-
ductions and organized themselves on the shop floor to protect their interests better against encroachments by management.

In 1925, for example, a growing militancy among the edge trimmers of Radcliff and Johnson City caused the Johnsons an end of consternation. In September of that year, a meeting was held between George F. Johnson and Radcliff edge trimmers, in an attempt to resolve a walkout by the men over pricing policies. The proceedings of the meeting were recorded by a stenogra-
grapher. In reading over the transcript, one is struck by the extremely emotional
and defensive reaction that the edgeeliners’ walkout elicited from Johnson.
He viewed it solely as an attack on the "Square Deal":

You are determined to have trouble. You don’t want harmony and peace.
You want to destroy the work of many lifetimes. You mean that you want
to go into struggle that will mean a great deal, to a great many innocent
people. ... All this is contrary to the old E.J. spirit. I have never met
with it before. I am mystified. ... Let’s keep this Valley for the world
to see, as a place where friendly human relations may exist, and the best
Industrial conditions be made possible, and peace and harmony pre-
val.32

Johnson’s charges of disloyalty and rebellion were denied by the workers,
who argued instead that the company had let them down, had betrayed the
"Square Deal."

We have no prejudice against Mr. George F. Johnson. There is no friend-
ship broken off. He has made mistakes and we have made mistakes. Mr.
Johnson, we all understand that you don’t know everything. This has
been going on. This thing has not arisen in a day. It has not arisen in a
week or two. It has been going on for a long time. We have spoken of
going to see Mr. George F. We have been told different things: "It would
be all right"—"Never mind." I have said since I have been here (17
years) that we could get a square deal from Mr. George F. Johnson.33

The theme of the meeting became loyalty—loyalty to company, loyalty to
Johnson. And there was no question in Johnson’s mind that a crisis of loyalty
existed among the men, that some more than emotional gesture would be
needed to bring the men back into the fold. Halfway through the meeting
Johnson offered a carrot to the workers: "I want to say that I believe that a
better day is dawning. I think that times are not going to be so hard. We will
have a better year. I believe I see possible vacations again." Further into the
meeting Johnson made another peace offering to the men. "I want to say for
your encouragement, that I believe, as it looks now, things will be a little
better than last year. There will be a little more of that intangible thing called
"bonus."34

The meeting between Johnson and the edge trimmers seemed to have
settled the matter—at least for the moment. The tensions reflected in the
closing remarks, however, hinted that the final resolution was still distant.
One of the worker committee leaders echoed his statement by saying: "We
don’t want to have any trouble in the future, but would like to have things
adjusted, so we will know what we are working for, and have our employees
understand it that way, also." It sounded a bit too belligerent for Johnson to let
it go by. He immediately took offense at the committeesman’s choice of words
and reminded the workers that "I want you to understand—you can’t get
anywhere by demanding a thing, when you want to discuss it." The resolution of this power struggle had yet to be achieved.

When amicable settlement of important issues could not be achieved, workers took up more confrontational strategies, as the edge trimmers did in the months following the meeting with Johnson. The September session did not involve the issues that led to the trimmers’ job action. Feeling betrayed by management, they continued to organize their fellow workers. In November 1927 the Enocrine edge trimmers began to organize their Johnson City counterparts. A meeting was held on November 14, 1927, with the intended purpose of forcing "certain things in connection with working hours and working conditions." Charles F. Johnson, Jr., reported to his uncle on the meeting, seemingly unperturbed by the workers’ actions. "Our thought is to simply let the matter go along and see what develops. If there are any demands made we will meet those demands at that time." George F. Johnson was far more concerned. No doubt still hurting from the encounter with these "rebels" back in September, he wrote his nephew:

The question of the organization of Edge Trimmers, is one that must be faced. . . . They must be told frankly—if they are not satisfied with the present E.I. policy respecting labor, they must immediately resign—there can be but one organization under our plan—that’s the "E.I. Workers."—All the other[s] proposed like the Edge Trimmers will be considered unfriendly to the "E.I. Workers" as a whole. . . . Call the loyal workers to stand out and the disloyal ones to get out. The best way is to discharge the "ring leaders" after you’ve told them what you propose to do. We have nursed these kind of people into a fairly healthy crowd, and they will soon be in shape to make us a lot of trouble.—It is a good time of year to have it out. They won’t like the taste of snowballs—no work, and no bonus, so let’s get at it.

Two days later management began approaching individual edge trimmers in both Johnson City and Enocrine. "It was explained to them that we were not willing to go along with the Edge Trimmer’s Union, it was not in keeping with the Company’s policy." The workers were offered an ultimatum, "either give up their organization and continue along or else get through." Most of them gave in. Three leaders, however, were fired. Charles Johnson explained to his uncle that most of the men were merely misled by their leaders. Yet both uncle and nephew realized that they would have to get "closer to the people" in the future. They would have to "be more careful, and have a better knowledge of what our help are thinking and doing." Plans were made to restore peace and harmony. A meeting was arranged between management and the edge trimmers. "Upon your return I think it would be a splendid idea for us to get together all of the edge trimmers and as many other workers as possible for a meeting in one of the diners to show our appreciation for the
way the workers accepted our ultimatum, and to promote a more friendly feeling." Thus ended the trimmers' organizing effort.

In their failed attempt to build up their own shop union, the edge trimmers demonstrated that they perceived their interests to be in conflict with those of corporate officers. They were not willing to go along with the fiction of industrial partnership, and they recognized that organization for self-protection was necessary. Although the edge trimmers' behavior constituted an extreme reaction on the part of Landscott Johnson workers, albeit short of whole unionism, other workers also banded together for self-protection and, in so doing, belied the existence of a "corporate family."

Goodyear stitchers, like edge trimmers, were also highly skilled and among the best-paid workers. Although they were a relatively small group in each factory, their valued skills gave them a sense of pride as well as some power over their work and remuneration. They exhibited a laudatory cooperative spirit at work, as we have seen, aiding each other if machines experienced a breakdown—often sacrificing precious pay coupons in the process. When disagreements over rate raises, they would get together and appoint a spokesman to represent their interests and to approach management. A Goodyear stitcher in the Fair Play Factory in West Endwood recalled how he and fellow stitchers typically resolved disputes:

We always figured it like this. We probably had ten, twelve men on the job. Maybe the oldest man on the job—we'd tell him what we want and he'd represent us. We wouldn't all have to shut down. We'd keep right on working, and he'd go and see Charlie Johnson and some of those guys and—they big shots. And he'd really come back with a pretty good settlement. All the years I worked there, we only had one strike, I guess. Well, you couldn't really call it a strike. We just shut down. Well, Charlie Johnson came down. He changed the price we went on a cheaper shoe, but they weren't the same quality. The boss wanted the same quality on the cheaper shoe as on the higher-priced shoe. We didn't think that was fair. So we called him down, and we said we didn't think it was fair. He said, 'Naturally it isn't fair. You can't expect to make a cheaper shoe and put the same quality in it as you do on a higher-priced shoe. You boys go ahead and let your stitchers out.'

The effectiveness of such informal grievance procedures among the Goodyear stitchers prevented a search for more formal institutions such as trade unions. Other groups of relatively skilled factory workers also confronted management periodically. In 1832 Pioneer Factory layers joined together and refused to accept a price reduction on their work. Unable to convince the layers, the company transferred their work to a new factory in Binghamton. Charles Johnson wrote his uncle: "The Pioneer factory layers, as a group, have not showed a disposition to be willing to meet the situation, show a spirit of
cooperation and accept the impossible."62 While management's response was hardly a victory for the laborers, it did demonstrate that they were more than willing to fight management, at some cost to themselves.

Cutters were an especially well-organized group. As one former foreman recalled: "Most every cutting room had their own little group. They stuck together."63 In the Men's McKay Factory, cutters effectively prevented the repricing and shifting of work to other factories. Pioneer Factory cutters joined the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union en masse in 1931.64 Scout Factory cutters created a democratic shop floor organization with sitting officers that, in the late 1930s, was quite effective in negotiating adjustments of piece rates. One Scout cutter recalled their strength:

We in the Scout Factory were the highest paid people in the industry. . . . We were organized. I don't mean union. I mean cutters. We had a lot to say. We were seventy-five-eighty cutters in that room, and we were powerful. We told them what we wanted, see, and the way we proved it to them—we had given to four men on the job and [we said three] 'We will cut a new pattern and we will decide then what that shoe is worth.' Not what they said! And this is what we did."

When the Scout cutters felt that the price of a new tight-inch shoe was too low, and the firm made no adjustment, the men ceased work until Charles F. Johnson, Jr., the firm's vice president, arrived. They explained the reasons for their job action, and Johnson immediately adjusted the price.65

The organization formed by the Scout cutters provided them with a potent force for extracting just settlements from the firm. They were not "disloyal" to Endicott Johnson, and they did not view themselves as such. Unlike the Pioneer cutters, few of them chose to join a union when the opportunity was available in the late 1930s.66 But their loyalty did not mean accepting the corporation's definition of the term. In their organization the Scout cutters demonstrated that the corporate ideal of industrial harmony could coexist with industrial conflict.

Conflict on the shop floor could extend to more serious issues than rates. At times committees might protest the very system of setting prices on jobs, as was the case when a new piece rate system was instituted in the upper leather cutting departments of the firm in the mid-1920s. The system involved crediting and debiting workers for "gained" or "lost" leather. It had a profound impact on workers, as one cutter recalled:

A fellows came into EJ's from Boston, and he had a system for measuring the area of the dies to arrive at the allowances. . . . He had scales and measures and I don't know how the dies fit, how they would lay, how close they would cut together. That was the worst time I ever had at EJ's, and it wasn't me so much, it was my sympathy for other men because your allowances were figured pretty damn accurate. . . . Then this fellows topped the whole caroodle off by saying, "Now the men to gain the most
leather are the ones that are entitled to the most money, and the only way we can do that is, we will pay you at the end of each month so much a foot for every foot you've gained, or you pay so much a foot for every foot you lost... It started makin' thieves out of 'em. In other words, some of the men that were inclined to be a little crooked anyway was stealing the leather off other men's jobs, see.65

In response to the new system, the cutters in the Pioneer Factory organized a committee and arranged a meeting with the Johnson, Thomas Cribbuck's account of the meeting follows:

Charlie was a sort-of-a-gun to meet on a committee. And... it turned out the committee elected me chairman. Boy, I waselin' on the hot seat 'cause I had to produce for the men—they put me in there, and I had to be fair with the company too. Well, we had our meeting down there and we had it. And... They were meetings! I'm telling you, everybody talked plain English, and when you wanted to emphasize it, you hit the damed desk. They were a knockout, drop our battle... and old George F. come in: "What in this all"—he talk with a down east accent—"What's this all about?" So Mr. Charlie come over to us and says, tell him. So we told him. "Well, by God, he says, then throw the damed thing out!" He says, "You men always want to remember how you can get any damed thing you want if you'll only stick together." Now he told us, his workers, that.66

Skilled factory workers were not the only groups who could stand up to management. Tannery workers, both skilled and unskilled, exemplified a collective consciousness that often led to group resistance. In their work behaviors they demonstrated that there was no question as to whom they served. It was not the corporation, as one tannery manager discovered:

There was five people in this unit. And as the leather was finished they would put the leather on sticks and hang them up through a long, long dryer. This thing was moving slowly. We caught them cheating on their count. We had a belt inside, and as it hit the stick it would knock it over and count them. So we knew there was something wrong, and as I recall, I remember calling them together, just warning them that I know what was going on. "Do you think you're smart, you'd quit it." ... They kept it up, and up, and then I had to finally go to Mr. Johnson, George W. Johnson.67

Even though the workers were fired, they still stood together. They were unwilling to confess to Johnson or the tannery superintendent who among the group was responsible for the cheating. Ultimately, the tannery were offered their jobs back. All, except for one who had left the area, returned.68

Rehers, the elite of the tanneries, also showed a primitivity for self-organization comparable to cutters. While their jobs with management did not always yield successful results, their very tendency to engage in confronta-
tions with upper management and to demand higher wages for their work demonstrated the limits of welfare's success at Endicott Johnson. It was no wonder that when the International Fair and Leather Workers Union first began to organize tannery workers in the early 1940s, its most energetic organizers were drawn from the miller. And it was also no surprise that tannery workers, both skilled and unskilled, were among the few groups of Endicott Johnson workers ever to be unionized.27

Clearly, for both individuals and groups, loyalty to the corporation did not mean passive acceptance of management policies. Being “fair with the company” had its limits. Workers who were a bit too fair were disciplined by fellow workers, as was the case with one stitching room worker who had approached management with a suggestion for improving efficiency within her room. She recommended that certain “unnecessary” day workers be eliminated. Coming in the depths of the Depression, in 1932, such a proposal may have been loyal to management but hardly loyal to coworkers who would be left out in the cold, jobless. Although women stitching room workers generally showed a far lesser tendency to band together to protect their interests than the higher-skilled male workers, in this case their collective antipathy united them. Both fellow workers and her forelady turned against the “loyal” stitcher. Even though she had been promised protection, “as far as possible from getting in wrong with her forelady or fellow workers,” the firm was unable to fulfill that promise. “She had more or less of an unhappy experience since then.” Charles E. Johnson, Jr., wrote his uncle.28

Women rarely demonstrated the sort of group resistance to management that men did. As one stitcher admitted, “men had committees, ‘us women, we just went along day by day.’” Yet as individuals they clearly recognized that they shared a common interest with fellow workers. Despite the competition that was so prevalent in the stitching rooms, women could rise above it:

I had a friend who worked and she was very fast and . . . . she felt as if she was so fast on the lining and she knew what the other girls were making, that she felt she’d cut them out if she turned them [coupions] in because then they’d expect them to bring up to it, so she’d turn in, you know, reasonable in relation to the other workers. When she left EJ, she had a large surplus of money. They didn’t want to pay her, but there was a law about it, they had to pay her. She had a lot of coupons that she held back. Every day she’d turn in some of her old coupons but she couldn’t turn them all in, so she had quite a lot.29

In hundreds of ways men and women, low-skilled workers and high, expressed their distance from the corporation. Cutters like the stitcher above, withheld coupons or held back leather so as not to “show up the other fellows.”30 Rather than accepting wage reductions, workers might refuse certain jobs if they felt they were poorly priced. They would join together to restrict output. They criticized and isolated fast workers whose pursuit of
individual gain threatened the collective interests of coworkers. They loads on the job, gambled, talked back to supervisors, refused to work on unpleasant jobs, engaged in acts of individual sabotage, or simply walked out of the factory, never to return, for any number of reasons. If one considers the reactions of thousands upon thousands of workers who ceased to work for the firm, stayed only a short time, and left Endicott Johnson, never identifying with the firm at all, then the case presented in this chapter becomes even stronger. For such workers, whose employment careers in the firm lasted only a matter of days, or weeks, or even months, the costs realities of work far outweighed the benefits of welfare capitalism. For them the “Square Deal” never did and never would exist.79

Workers resisted job changes, the introduction of new technology, or the institution of work arrangements that threatened them. While the firm tried to introduce new machines by firm bringing in a single machine and an outside worker to familiarize employees slowly with the new device and to convince them to accept it, machine and work changes were sometimes actively fought. As individuals, workers might simply withdraw their labor. Collectively, of course, they had more power. In the Ideal Factory in Endicott, for example, workers resisted a speedup brought about by the introduction of a new system that had each belt faster operate two machines at once. The system was eventually abandoned by the firm. In the Solo Leather Tannery, a new device perfected by an employee in the Mechanical Department to replace the rolling machine met with stiff opposition from the rollers. With its inherent flaws and worker sabotage led to its failure and rejection by management.70 In short, anything that aided management and hurt workers would be viewed sus-
piciously, demonstrating that the “industrial partnership” that Endicott Johnson’s corporate welfare attempted to create was never quite realized.

And yet Endicott Johnson workers were loyal workers. Many of them stayed with the firm for years, working alongside husbands, wives, children, and other relatives. The vast majority of them repeatedly rejected unionization. Prolonged strikes were unheard of. By the criteria of unionists, radical critics, and labor historian, then, Endicott Johnson was a success, creating and sustaining a labor loyalty to the corporation that endured even the Depression.

To ignore the price of success or its unseen manifestation, however, would be wrong. Even within this most paternalistic of industrial settings, where collective identification with the corporation was carefully cultivated, a substantial reservoir of autonomous behavior and sentiments existed and provided a source of strength in the negotiation of service and wage concessions from the corporation. Although the gulf between managers and workers was some-
what narrowed by welfareism, it was not bridged. Workers never quite viewed their loyalty in the terms that management defined it. They were never “cap-
tive” to paternalism.
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